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Bankking Trojans have lon
ng been use
ed to steal
userrs’ online banking crede
entials in North America
a
and Western Eu
urope. A crimeware tool primarily
y
used
d to steal mo
oney, ZeuS, signaled in a new wave
e
of cy
ybercrime where
w
differrent groups cooperated
d
with one another for onlin
ne theft.1 On the otherr
hand
d, CARBERP
P is a popular malware family thatt
speccifically targ
gets banks in Eastern Europe and
d
Centtral Asia. Though rece
ent reports reveal thatt
the mastermind
ds behind CA
ARBERP we
ere arrested
d

in A
April 2013, the days of online bankking theft in
n
2
Easttern Europe
e are far from
m over.
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h
http://la.trendmicrro.com/media/miisc/zeus-a-persis
stent-criminalre
esearch-paper-e
en.pdf

We uncovered a new cyberrcrime operation coined
d
the “Apollo cam
mpaign” due to the malware used
d
thatt appears to
o be a custom
mized ZeuS variant. The
e
atta
ackers speccifically target remo
ote banking
g
systtems used by most o
of the majo
or banks in
n
Easttern Europe
e. Based on the threat intelligence
e
deri ved from trracking thiss campaign, its delivery
y
mecchanism is similar to
o activities related to
o
targ
geted attackk campaigns.
h
http://www.zdnett.com/suspected-hackers-behind-carberp-botnete
eurograbber-arre
ested-700001358
80/
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What Makes Apollo Noteworthy?
The Apollo campaign exploits an old vulnerability
and uses highly customized malware to target
remote banking systems in Eastern Europe.
Remote banking systems grant clients access to
services such as managing bank accounts,
including payments and transfers, among others.3

What was the attackers’ weapon of choice?
In most of the incidents, the data appears to
indicate that attackers used fraudulent emails
allegedly sent by the Ukrainian government. The
spoofed Ukrainian government email addresses
were crafted to a certain degree of customization
by the sender. The message content was also
spoofed to appear as if sent by fssp@mail.gov.ua
with information about a court judgment.
These spoofed emails with malicious Microsoft®
Word® attachments exploited the CVE-2012-0158
vulnerability. CVE-2012-0158 is included in the
MS12-027 bulletin, which covers a vulnerability
that could allow remote code execution when
users visit websites containing the specially
crafted content.4

This widely used vulnerability was infamous for its
involvement with several global targeted attacks
in 2012 and allows attackers to effectively
infiltrate target networks.5 The attached
document
exploits
CVE-2012-0158,
which
ultimately downloads a malicious .EXE file from a
remote host.

How did the Apollo campaign up the ante?
The malicious .EXE file is a customized ZeuS
variant, which uses bot version 2.7.6.8. It also has
a specially named malicious component that
contains Webinject files for specific online banks
and payment services, all based in Eastern Europe.
In the past, banking Trojans like SpyEye and ZeuS
used Webinject files as additional tools to steal
victims’ personal online banking, webmail service,
and financial service account credentials. A
Webinject file contains several lines of JavaScript
and HTML code to mimic or create fake pop-up
notifications that ask users for their credentials
every time they access their online bank accounts.
In addition, Webinject files are capable of adding
extra fields for users to fill up.
The malware’s configuration file underwent an
interesting modification. Instead of the usual
redirection, the malware is instructed to download
four additional modules to take screenshots and
log keystrokes. Based on this observation, this
modification is likely used for banks with more
advanced authentication measures.

Figure 1: Sample spoofed email
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Special thanks to Nart Villeneuve for additional research.
http://www.cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-20120158
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http://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/cve2012-0158-exploitation-seen-in-various-global-campaigns/
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Who Were the Targets?
This seems like a regional threat targeting Eastern
European banks similar to the recent Citadel
banking Trojan that targeted Japanese users in
early July 2013.6
We found more than 5,000 affected IP addresses
worldwide based on our sinkholing data. While we
expected Eastern Europe to be the most affected
region, we also found significant connections from
IP addresses located in the North American
region.

What Other Tools Did They Use?
The attackers behind the Apollo campaign used
popular tools and information-stealing malware
such as the Bleeding Life Exploit Pack, Pony
Loader, Ann Loader, and ZeuS. The malware used
in these exploit kits also had modules designed to
target remote banking systems.

What Can You Do to Help
Protect Your Organization?
The perpetrators behind the Apollo campaign
remain elusive even if they successfully leveraged
the underground ecosystem. By using more than
one exploit kit, attackers are aggressively finding
alternative means to target remote banking
systems in Eastern Europe. Though it is evident
that their modules and techniques are still in the
rough stages, it is interesting to see how these
techniques would turn out after making some
refinements.
Companies should use local and external threat
intelligence or indicators to identify the tools,
tactics, and procedures used by threat actors
when carrying out targeted attacks. As social
engineering via spoofed emails proved to be this
campaign’s weapon of choice, it is also essential to
educate employees against similar tactics.
Companies should also keep security-related
policies in place such as developing training
programs and simulations against real social
engineering attempts.
In addition, technologies such as Trend Micro™
Deep Discovery provide visibility, insight, and
control over networks to defend against threats
such as these. Deep Discovery uniquely detects
and identifies evasive threats in real time and
provides in-depth analysis and actionable
intelligence to prevent, discover, and reduce risks.
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http://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/citadelmakes-a-comeback-targets-japan-users/
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